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Interdisciplinary Product Designer
2 years of experience designing and building consumer facing products for startups 
and small businesses. Double major in Creative Computing & Psychology at Southern 
Methodist University (c/o 2022). Seeking an entry-level product design role.

Experience

ColorTokens · UX Design/Data Viz Intern 09/2021 - 12/2021

Built 8+ stunning, functional interfaces that communicate large amounts of data, 
build a sense of trust and control for users, and simplified complex workflows.

iHeartMedia · UX Design Intern 05/2021 - 08/2021

Designed core functionality for iHeartMedia’s radio playout software and 
contributed to its global design system. Analyzed competing audio editing/
streaming platforms, conducted end to end research with users, thoroughly tested 
designs with radio talent, and defined detailed implementation requirements for 
developers.

benefit.design · Product Designer & Engineer 03/2021 - 12/2021

Strategically designed and implemented 12+ automation projects to optimize team 
efforts, improve community members’ experience, and expand operations. Developed 
8+ marketing websites and full-stack applications using no-code tools for both 
internal purposes and external clients.

Inkwire · UX Design Intern 01/2021 - 06/2021

Conducted user interviews, led cross-functional workshops with stakeholders, 
designed a mobile app, and created multiple other artifacts such as a landing 
page, illustrations, and product video

Aloki Design Studios · UX Design Intern 05/2020 - 08/2020

Designed new avenues for the Billion Chants daily livestream appeal to a 
younger, broader audience. Accomplished through mobile app and web design, 
repurposing of existing content, conducting in-depth user and literature 
research, and even hosting the daily livestream.

SMU ADAPT & SA · undergrad Research Assistant 10/2019 - 05/2021

Performed in-depth quantitative and qualitative research (study design, data 
collection, interviews, data analysis, and other mixed-method tools). Presented 
findings at multiple conferences and institutions.

Projects

Poz · Designer, Developer, Founder 01/2021 - 05/2021

Independently designed, developed, and launched an iOS app for mindful 
journaling to the Apple app store (200+ downloads)

Brisk · ux Designer 10/2020 - 12/2020

Designed a mobile app to reimagine the in-person shopping experience in the 
post-COVID environment. From research to design, and then from testing to 
presenting, developed a cohesive product as part of SMU’s UX Bootcamp

Skills

Design

UX/UI Product Design

Data Visualization

Storyboarding Wireframing

Prototyping Design Sprints

Web Design Agile

Research

Interviewing Journey Mapping

Persona Development

Literature Review

Usability Testing Data Analysis

Competitive Analysis

Coding

HTML CSS Javascript

React React-Native C++

Java Ruby Swift API

Git CMS Automation

Data Structures Algorithms

Tools

Figma Adobe Suite Sketch

Framer Invision Zeplin

Illustrator Webflow Airtable

Zapier Integromat Retool

FullStory SPSS

Education

Southern Methodist University
 B.A. Creative Computing
 B.S. Psychology
 UX Design Certificate

 (c/o 2022
 (c/o 2022

 (c/o 2021)


